
John Deere 72 to 88 hp Tractors
NO COMPROMISES

5020 Series



When designing the all-new 5020 Series
tractors, we first asked farmers like you
what they wanted most.

Reliability. These tractors are used fre-
quently, often the most utilised machine on
the farm. They do a wide variety of jobs
and need to be able to withstand the
rigours you put them through.

Compact. This compact design with its
low overall height and light weight enables
this versatile tractor to be used in many
different farming applications.

Comfort. Long days in the 5020 Series
cab require day-long comfort. You asked
for well placed controls, a spacious cab
and perfect visibility in a well finished cab.

Manoeuvrability. A small turning radius
makes getting in and out of confined areas
easy. And enhanced visibility ensures you
can avoid obstacles and valuable livestock.

Power. The power to perform is critical.
You asked for high torque rise and extra
power. But it must also be efficient power.
Low fuel consumption and a large fuel tank
means you don’t have to refuel as often.

No Compromises. John Deere knows
that you have high expectations for your
farm equipment. So when it came to
designing and building this tractor we 
didn’t make any compromises.

5020 SERIES TRACTORS

NO COMPROMISES
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When John Deere engineers
first started developing the all-
new 5020 Series tractors, they
spoke with farmers and producers
to get their input.

Farmers and producers, like
you, use their tractor and loader
day in and day out.

John Deere engineers then
combined the best John Deere
tractor technology with the infor-
mation they gathered into a pack-
age that’s perfect for livestock
and loader applications. They
incorporated features like HMS II
that make this tractor a durable
field worker. The result is an
extremely versatile tractor.
Countless hours of testing and
review by farmer groups refined
this machine into the perfect
loader tractor.

ENGINE POWER Top class technology and reliability. 

Long life concept
• Full frame design for increased reli-

ability.
• Oil-cooled PermaClutch 2 provides

long life performance.
• Maximum power and fuel economy

from 4.5 l PowerTech engines.
• All-new 5020 Series with the

proven components of the 6020
Series.
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The backbone of reliability. The full frame design optimises weight distribution
to enhance traction, steering and implement handling. The thick, rigid steel, bridge
type construction isolates the John Deere PowerTech engine on four vibration
absorbing bearings for quiet, smooth performance. The drive train is not used as a
structural component. You reduce weight and get longer component life.

John Deere engines are famous for extra
power and constant power. The engines of
the 5020 Series have a wide constant power
range – 460 rpm wide. A torque reserve of
34 percent gives you bottom end pulling
power and keeps you moving under the
most difficult conditions.

A viscous drive, temperature
controlled fan runs only when
necessary. Valuable power stays
available for critical power inten-
sive operations.

Your productivity is increased with a 500 hour oil change
interval. This reduces the time needed for service, the fre-
quency of service and service costs throughout the lifetime of
your tractor.

Another element of the long life concept, the 4 cylinder
engines with 4.5 l displacement are well known from the
6020 Series. These reliable and economical engines
give you plenty of performance and power. The 5720 and
5820 also feature turbochargers for maximum power
and fuel economy.
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Our engineers know that equip-
ment can only be productive if the
operator is comfortable and in
total control. John Deere has
always been at the forefront of
cab and control design. The all-
new 5020 Series tractors feature
another innovation from John
Deere – an all-new cab, with pre-
mium design and configuration
which ensures an open, spacious
feeling. Ergonomic controls are
laid out in a logical fashion, for
reduced operator strain and
fatigue. Visibility is excellent, with
320° of all-round vision. And it’s
quiet, too. Noise levels are only 
75 dB(A) under full engine load!
So long days in the tractor mean
day-long comfort.

COMFORT – CAB DESIGN AND 
CONTROLS Unmatched Design For 

Comfort
• Unobstructed cab entrance with tilt

steering column.
• Ergonomic controls within easy

reach.
• 320 degree visibility for better

implement control.
• Noise levels as low as 75 dB(A) for

all-day comfort.



Unmatched Visibility And Comfort
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Controls are placed at the right hand side, within easy reach for quick
adjustments. They’re carefully laid out, with the most used controls closest to
the operator. On this console you will find controls for engine speed and 3-point
hitch, including rate of response, selective control valve levers, HMS II, differen-
tial lock and PTO switches which are colour coded for safety.

Visibility to the front is excellent, with or without the loader attached. Mounting brackets are slim and unobtrusive.
A cornerpost exhaust option further improves visibility to the front. From the seat, you have a clear view when loading
feeding wagons or trailers.

Keep your mobile phone, drinks
and important notes safe and
secure in the integrated storage
area.

Overhead visibility is enhanced with the
optional roof hatch with glass. The header
bar is low-profile to provide protection but
reduce obstruction for overhead tasks. When
stacking bales in a barn, you can enjoy a
panoramic view for accurate loader control.

An angled rear window section gives you a
clear line of sight down to the hitch, mak-
ing implement attachment easy. Wrap-
around rear side windows do not obscure
vision at the corners of the tractor. This is criti-
cal in crowded livestock environments.

PowrQuad Plus features a
tiltable dashboard/steering
wheel combination. And the
wheel telescopes to fit any size
operator. With the base
PowrQuad transmission, you get
a tilting steering column.
A convenient lever also allows
you to move the entire console
up and out of the way, ensuring
trouble free exit and entrance to
the cab.
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The 5020 Series offer state of
the art transmission technology,
available on the larger 6020
Series tractors.

Rugged yet refined, these
transmissions are extremely reli-
able, easy to use and ergonomi-
cally designed. Choose either
PowrQuad or PowrQuad Plus, both
with a left hand reverser as stan-
dard.

You also get a range of operat-
ing speeds from 3.3 to 40 km/h
(where allowed) at full engine rpm
with both transmissions. An
underdrive option lets you achieve
speeds as slow as 1.5 km/h. This
transmission versatility means the
5020 is just as productive in the
field as in the farmyard.

TRANSMISSIONS Proven and productive trans

Change speed or adapt to variations in
load with ease. The PowrQuad has four
powershiftable gears in each of four fully
synchronised ranges.

The mechanical reverser lever allows
easy, clutchless direction changes, ideal
for intensive loader applications and
headland operations.

16/16 PowrQuad forward speeds

Engine speed: 2,300 rpm
Tyres: 16.9-34
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missions to keep you moving
Another element of the 
John Deere long-life design
concept, the PermaClutch 2, is
an oil cooled multi disc clutch.
This reliable, self adjusting main
drive clutch features large diame-
ter discs to provide added mass
and ample surface area to trans-
fer power effectively. Cooled and
filtered oil lubricates the clutch
after each engagement to help
prevent heat build-up. You get
long lasting performance and
smooth, modulated engagements.

PERMACLUTCH 2
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PowrQuadPlus also features four 
powershiftable gears in four fully 
synchronised ranges. It also features
one lever shifting with speed matching
and an electrical power reverser for con-
venient forward-backward shifting.

Speed matching avoids jolts when changing ranges by
automatically selecting the correct gear to closely match
current ground speed. For instance, when shifting from 
C to D while in the 4th gear, PowrQuad Plus will select 
2nd gear in range D. When downshifting from D range to 
C range while in 2nd gear, 3rd gear will be selected in 
C range. This ensures smooth changes for minimum
impact on sensitive tractor operations

32/32 PowrQuad Plus with underdrive
forward speeds

Engine speed: 2,300 rpm
Tyres: 16.9-34
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Your tractor can spend a lot of
time on the road. In designing
the all-new 5020 Series, John
Deere engineers included features
that make road transport safer
such as a hitch dampening 
system to smooth out your ride.
Of course, they also included 
features that keep these tractors
moving in less than ideal condi-
tions. A rugged, electro-hydrauli-
cally operated, mechanical front
wheel drive is standard. This mas-
sive axle supports front loader
applications for increased load
stability and tractor performance
on the road or over rough terrain.

FAST TRANSPORT More Power To The Gr

Stop with confidence. Oil cooled disc
brakes are self-equalizing and self 
adjusting. The MFWD is automatically
engaged when the brake is depressed to
keep heavy loads under control even at
the highest road speeds.

Make transport work easy. The all-new 5020 Series tractors feature
John Deere PowerTech engines to deliver plenty of torque for quick
acceleration. Choose PowrQuad or PowrQuad Plus for smooth, pro-
gressive range and gear changes. A transport speed of 40 km/h
(where allowed by law) will have you into the next field or back on the
farm quickly.

Power train
• Maximum power and fuel economy

from 4.5 l PowerTech engines.
• PowrQuad or PowrQuad PLUS

transmission to meet your specific
needs.

• Optional transport speed of 
40 km/h.

• Oil-cooled disc brakes for confident
stops.



ound… And The Road
In loader and field operations,
it’s important to get maximum
performance from the front
axle. Not only does the axle bear
most of the weight of a loader, it
needs to be able to float over
slick, muddy terrain and if the
tractor is pulling an implement,
tough soil conditions may require
additional pulling power.

That’s why the all-new 5020
Series tractors feature a rugged
MFWD as standard equipment.
High flotation tyres keep the trac-
tor on top and the highly efficient
drivetrain gives you four wheel
pulling power. The front wheel
drive can be activated on the
move with the touch of a button
on the right hand side console, so
you can maximise traction in rap-
pidly changing conditions.

RUGGED MFWD
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Under full load, the front axle differential automatically self
locks. You’ll stay moving in adverse conditions. The rear axle 
features an electro-hydraulic operated diff lock.

The front axle features a wet clutch
for smooth engagement and long life
reliability.
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John Deere loaders and tractors
have always been perfectly
matched. But the all-new 5020
Series takes that integration to a
whole new level.

These tractors were designed
to have all the features you want
in a loader tractor: A full frame
design, tight turning radius, excel-
lent manoeuvrability, choice of
transmissions with a left hand
power reverser for easy direction
changes, great visibility all around
the tractor and ergonomic, intui-
tive loader controls.

EFFICIENT LOADER OPERATION Integrated Loader Design – the
John Deere “Long-Life” concept:

Maximum Performance

Integrated Loader Design
• Full frame design transfers loader

weight.
• Tight turning radius provides excel-

lent manoeuvrability in confined
areas.

• Left hand reverser for quick,
smooth direction changes.

• High capacity, load sensing
hydraulic system for highly respon-
sive loader control.



The all-new cab gives you brilliant
visibility, with 320° of all-around
vision. Plus, it’s quiet, with a noise level
of only 75 dB(A) at full engine load. A
cornerpost exhaust option and glass roof
hatch give you an unhindered view of
your work. Plus, with the low profile
option (under 2.5 m) the tractor is perfect
for the low doors in older farm buildings.
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The left hand power reverser makes 
direction changes smooth and easy. You can
change direction without having to take your
right hand off the loader joystick to speed
loader work. The forward-reverse ratio is 1: 1.

Choose a loader package and get a joystick
which is mounted on the right hand side in front
of the gear shifter. This is the most ergonomic
position and gives you total control over a loader
or front hitch attached implement.

Part of John Deere’s long life concept,
the full frame design protects the drive
train and components. It is more rigid
and distributes implement weight evenly
across the entire frame. Less stress is
placed on the drive train and components.

A short 2.25 m wheelbase gives you a turning radius of less than 4 m. Get in and
out of tight spots with ease. The 5020 is ideal for cleaning pens and moving bales in a
confined and crowded livestock environment.

The load sensing hydraulic system is
pressure compensated with a constant
flow pump. A flow rate of 56 or 65 l/m
with 200 bar pressure ensures a quick,
lively response and easy, accurate imple-
ment placement for instant performance.
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The 5020 Series tractors are
available in a low profile con-
figuration. You can get under
obstructions as low as 2.5 m, for
greater access to low barns or
doors on older farm buildings.
These tractors feature all of the
comfort and benefits of the stan-
dard tractors.

LOW PROFILE Height Reduction. Not 

Compact
• Tight turning radius provides excel-

lent manoeuvrability.
• Optional low profile cab allows

access to low farm buildings.
• Comfortable, yet low profile cab.
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Comfort Reduction.

Unlike on many other low profile cab tractors, the transmission tunnel is
almost non-existent. Cab entry and exit is much easier and there’s no uncomfort-
able “hump” to straddle.

Wheel and tyre choice with a small radius.
Base rear 16.9-R30 tyres give you the 
clearance and traction you need.

Get the agility and manoeuvrability in a size that’s right for you! 
The low profile cab option offers you more agility around the farm without
having to sacrifice comfort or productivity.



For maximum versatility, the all-
new 5020 Series tractors feature
a powerful three point hitch and a
rugged PTO system.

The John Deere 5020 Series
tractors deliver full rated horse-
power at the proper PTO speed to
run implements at peak efficiency.
You also get quick torque
response to maintain that high
level of performance when field
conditions change. The PTO
features an electro-hydraulically
operated multi disc clutch that’s
modulated for smooth, shock free
engagements. It’s also oil cooled
for long, dependable life. In addi-
tion, the PTO automatically disen-
gages when you stop the engine.

Located to the right side of the
operator, PTO and hitch controls
are easy to use and give you
customisable performance to
match your needs. PTO speed is
also conveniently displayed on the
digital dashboard.

HITCHES AND PTO Versatile in Design,

The rockshaft controls let you set limits
for hitch height and adjust the rate of
drop. Quick raise and pull-in features
give you added convenience and control
for dedicated implement operations. The
hitch dampening control eliminates
implement bouncing while the three point
hitch is raised. Transport becomes
smoother and safer at high road speeds.

540E/540/1000 PTO
speed modes allow you

to match implement
needs. The 540E mode
maximises fuel econo-
my in light applications
where the full power of
the PTO is not needed.

A fully integrated front mounted hitch and PTO is available. This
is ideal for front mower and rear feeder wagon combinations.
Ask your dealer for more information about this versatility
enhancing option.

An optional LH or
LH & RH fender mounted
PTO switch allows you to
engage or disengage the
PTO for stationary work,

such as filling slurry
tanks and mixing

lagoons.

The PTO stubshaft is
located in a dry cavity.

Remove a snap ring
and reverse the shaft to

choose six or 
21 splines with the

540/540E/1000 PTO
option, for added

implement versatility.

Optional left and right
side fender mounted
remote hitch control

switches make 
3 point hitch implement

hook-up easy.
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The Category 2 three point hitch uses elec-
tronic lower link sensing for load and depth
control, as well as float positioning. A maxi-
mum lift capacity of up to 42 kN gives you
plenty of lifting power.
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1. In this example the operator has pro-
grammed the HMS II sequence switch to
raise the implement, disengage the
MFWD and disengage the differential
lock. As the operator reaches the end of
the field, he pushes the
sequence button.

2. The operator executes his turn with
little or no effort. He dispatches a num-
ber of commands, with the push of only
one button.

Notice the tight turning angle of the
front wheels. The MFWD drive-
shaft can be programmed to
disengage with HMS II to
enable tighter turning.

3. After the operator completes his turn,
he pushes the HMS II sequence switch
to return the tractor into work. Now the
tractor will automatically lower the
implement, re-engage the MFWD and
re-engage the differential lock. A real
fatigue fighter that cannot only add
hours to an operator’s productivity but
can help minimise mistakes.

PROACTIVE HMS II
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Versatile at work.
Reduce manual headland opera-
tions by up to 75 percent!
HMS II allows you to programme
headland manoeuvres for one-
touch operation. Store two pro-
grammes with up to 20 functions
to simplify tractor operation and
reduce operator fatigue.

You can programme HMS II to
raise and lower the 3 point hitch
and disengage or re-engage the
front or rear PTO. You can also
engage or disengage the MFWD
and differential lock. All with the
touch of a single button.

Press the sequence switch and
the HMS II system will repeat the
stored sequence.

Simple. Easy. Efficient.

Hitches
• Programme headland manoeuvres

for one-touch operation with 
HMS II.

• Hitch dampening protects tractor
and implement.

• Front mounted hitch and PTO for
versatility.

• Fender mounted PTO and hitch 
controls for added control.

1

2

3
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The 5020 Series tractors utilise
legendary John Deere hydraulic
design. A high flow 56 l/m main
pump is standard. Or choose a
65l/m pump, for even faster
loader cycles and implement
response.

The load sensing, pressure
compensated hydraulic system
features a constant flow
pump at 200 bar 
pressure. A priority
system ensures
that essential func-
tions such as steering
and brakes get proper atten-
tion at all times.

HYDRAULICS Incredible Power,
Response And Control

Choose a loader or a front hitch package
and you get a perfectly integrated 
joystick, which has all loader controls
ergonomically placed on the lever.

Optional left and right side fender 
mounted remote hitch control switches
make 3 point hitch implement hook-up
easy.

Select up to 3 SCVs, with adjustable
detents (continuous and no detent) and a
metering valve. The couplers simply
push-connect and pull-disconnect, easily,
even under pressure. Flip-up covers keep
dirt and other contamination out, protect-
ing your tractor’s internal hydraulics in
dirty operating environments.

Hydraulic Power
• Up to three SCVs for added versa-

tility.
• High flow hydraulics for fast and

responsive implement control.
• Hydraulic system prioritises essen-

tial functions.
• Optional integrated joystick for

added loader control.



While the all-new 5020 Series
tractors are very versatile, we
understand that you may choose
to customise its performance to
meet your specific requirements.

With that in mind, John Deere
offers a wide range of options.
Whether you require a high
capacity 65 l/m hydraulic flow
pump or a specific tyre size, see
your John Deere dealer for a com-
plete list of tractor options and
accessories, designed to make a
5020 tractor fit your needs.

A sampling of options is shown
on the adjacent page. Most
options can be ordered from the
factory, or in some cases, installed
at the dealership or in the field.

The ability to customise your
tractor now or in the future is
another component of our “long
life” design concept. Just one
more reason to choose a John
Deere tractor.

OPTIONSEnhance Your productivity
with a wide range of options

See your dealer for a complete listing
of tyre and wheel options.

Choose a roof hatch with glass and
double roll sun shade for perfect
front loader visibility.

A tiltable windscreen is available for
better visibility (when the loader is
not attached).

Optional lighting makes even the darkest barn corners bright. With 4 front and 4 rear
working lights field work can continue, regardless of weather or natural light conditions.

Optional air conditioning keeps you
cool during long, hot days. Cooling

vents are located at the top of the cab
for maximum cooling efficiency.

Integrated into the left hand side 
storage area, Field Office is a portable
solution to store important notes,
documents, mobile phones or even
laptop computers.

19
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The all-new 5020 Series 
tractors feature unmatched
ease of serviceability, even with
the loader attached. A one-piece
tilt bonnet gives you access to the
air filter, battery and radiator
screen. Daily service points can
be checked from the ground in a
few minutes, without raising the
bonnet. Convenient side panels
(option) fold down in order to give
you increased access to the
engine.

SIMPLE ACCESSIBILITY

Service
• One-piece bonnet raises for easy

access to the engine compartment.
• All daily service points are easy to

reach and maintain.
• Foldable side panels for increased

engine access (option).
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Easy to Service, Easy to Own.

The battery is located up front for easy access
and cooler temperatures.

The radiator screen keeps debris away from the
radiator for efficient engine cooling. It pulls out for
easy cleaning.

Engine air intake system delivers more cleaning
capacity. The filter can be removed and checked
without tools.

Coolant level can be viewed without removing
the filler cap. Just raise the bonnet for access.

The oil level can be checked easily, even with
the loader attached.

The hydraulic fluid level can be checked via a
sight glass at the rear of the tractor.

The fuel filler cap is located at the left side steps
for easy filling from the ground.

The fuel filter features a vent and drain to
remove any sediment or water contamination.

Washer fill reservoir is located at the back of the
cab, for easy replenishing when you service other
functions.

Cab air filters are located under the left and right
roof hatch and are easily serviced from the cab
steps. Air stays fresh and clean.

Automotive-style fuses are located under the
left hand side storage area. Just remove the
access door to check and replace.

MFWD service points are easy to reach, easy to
maintain. A couple of quick pumps of the grease
gun and you’re ready for work.
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DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and weights 5620 5720 5820
DIMENSIONS (mm)
A Overall height 2545 2595 2595

Low profile cab 2495 2545 2545
B Centre of rear axle to top of cab roof 1850 1850 1850

Low profile cab 1800 1800 1800
C Ground clearance 4WD, off centre 410 430 430
D Ground clearance 4WD, centre 370 390 390
E Overall width (tread 1712 mm) 2175 2175 2175
F Wheelbase 2250 2250 2250
G Overall length with base weight 3950 3950 3950
H Front tread 1423 – 1926 1423 – 1926 1423 – 1926
I Rear tread 1412 – 1912 1412 – 1912 1412 – 1912

WEIGHT (kg)
Min. shipping weight 3550 3700 3700
Max. permissible weight 6100 6100 6100
Payload 2550 2400 2400

Dimensions and weights above with tyre sizes:
Front 12.4R24 13.6R24 13.6R24
Rear 16.9R30 16.9R34 16.9R34
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MODEL 5620 5720 5820
ENGINE (Stage II certified acc. 97/68/EC)

POWER (ECE-R24) at rated speed (with fan) 53 kW (72 hp) 59 kW (80 hp) 65 kW (88 hp)
Max. Power (ECE-R24) 54.5 kW (74 hp) 61 kW (83 hp) 67 kW (91 hp)
POWER (97/68/EC) at rated speed (w/o fan) 54.5 kW (74 hp) 60 kW (82 hp) 66 kW (90 hp)
Max. Power (97/68/EC) 56 kW (76 hp) 62 kW (85 hp) 68 kW (93 hp)
Cylinders / Turbo / Displacement ccm 4 / – / 4530 4 / T / 4530 4 / T / 4530
Rated Speed 2300 rpm 2300 rpm 2300 rpm
Constant Power Range 460 rpm 460 rpm 460 rpm
Torque Reserve 34 % 34 % 34 %
Fan .................................................................................................. Temperature controlled viscous fan ................................................................................................
Fuel injection pump ........................................................................................................ Multi-piston distributor type ....................................................................................................

CLUTCH ...................................................................................... Oil cooled PermaClutch II, 225 mm diameter discs ....................................................................................
TRANSMISSION

Power reverser for all transmissions .............................................................................. Left hand power reverser with neutral position; F/R Ratio 1:1 ............................................................................
Shifting for all transmissions ................................................................................................ 4 ranges with 4 powershiftable gears ..............................................................................................
PowrQuad 16/16; 3.3 – 40 km/h ................................................................................ 2 lever shifting; Mec. Rev.-Lever; Tiltable Steering Column ..............................................................................
PowrQuad 16/16; 3.3 – 40 km/h & 16/16 Underdrive ................................................................................................ Additional Underdrive 1.5 – 17 km/h ..............................................................................................
PowrQuad PLUS 16/16; 3.3 – 40 km/h ...................................................................... 1-Lever-Shifting; Elec. Rev.-Lever; Tiltable Dashboard; Speed Matching ....................................................................
PowrQuad PLUS 16/16; 3.3 – 40 km/h & 16/16 Underdrive ................................................................................................ Additional Underdrive 1.5 – 17 km/h ..............................................................................................

PTO – REAR
PTO Clutch ...................................................................................... Electro-hydraulically operated oil cooled multi-disc ....................................................................................
Engine rpm at rated PTO speed:

540/540E PTO with 6 spline shaft ................................................................................................................ 2097 / 1701 rpm ............................................................................................................
540/540E/1000 PTO with reversible 6 & 21 spline shaft .......................................................................................................... 2097 / 1697 / 2074 rpm ........................................................................................................

BRAKES
Foot brake .......................................................................................... Oil cooled discs, self equalising, self adjusting ......................................................................................
Parking lock (optional) ...................................................................................................... Transmission parking position ....................................................................................................
4WD braking ...................................................................................................... Automatic 4WD engagement ....................................................................................................

AXLES
Engagement 4WD ........................................................................................ Electro-hydraulically operated, oil cooled clutch ......................................................................................
Engagement front differential lock ................................................................................................ Automatic self locking under full load ..............................................................................................
Engagement rear differential lock ...................................................................................... Electro-hydraulically operated, oil-cooled multi-disc ..................................................................................
Turning radius w/o brakes ...................................................................................................................... < 4.0 m ....................................................................................................................

HYDRAULIC AND 3-POINT HITCH
Type ........................................................................ Load sensing with constant flow pump (PC = pressure compensated) ....................................................................
Pump capacity / maximum pressure .................................................................................................... 56 or 65 Litre/min with 200 bar ..................................................................................................
Category II II II
Sensing type .............................................................................................................. Electronic lower link ..........................................................................................................
Sensing modes .............................................................................................. Load & depth control, infinite mix, float ............................................................................................
Control modes ............................................................................ Height limiter, rate of drop, quick raise&pull-in; Hitch dampening ........................................................................
Max. lift capacity 37 kN 37 kN 42 kN

CAPACITY
Fuel tank ...................................................................................................................... 131 Litre ....................................................................................................................
Hydraulic & Transmission oil / change interval ................................................................................................................ 55 Litre / 1500 h ..............................................................................................................
Engine Oil / change interval ................................................................................................................ 16 Litre / 500 h ..............................................................................................................
Alternator / Battery .................................................................................................................. 90 A / 110 Ah ................................................................................................................

CAB
Sound level under full load ...................................................................................................................... 75 dB(A) ....................................................................................................................
Service ................................................................................................ Tiltable cab (Standard and Low Profile) ............................................................................................
Display PowrQuad transmission .................................................................... Analogue display with additional digital readout for ground speed and PTO ................................................................
Display PowrQuad PLUS transmission ...................................................................... Dual Gauge II Premium panel and additional Info-Display in RH B-Post ....................................................................
Storage ................................................................................................ Storage compartment with cup holder ............................................................................................
Important Options ................................ Loader package with mid-mounted couplers and Joystick; Corner Post Exhaust; AC; Low Profile Cab; Tiltable Windshield; ............................

4 Working Lights Front and 4 Rear; Roof Hatch with Glass; Electronic Operator Assistence Package HMS II; Field Office; 
Remote control for PTO & Hitch on LH and RH fender; Front PTO (1000 rpm); Front Hitch (max. lift capacity 29 kN) 

CHASSIS
Structure ................................................................................................................ Full steel frame ..............................................................................................................
Engine Mounting ...................................................................................................... 4 vibration absorbing bearings ..................................................................................................

Specifications and design subject to change without notice.

SPECIFICATIONS
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We’re also there when you
need us. In-field service is just a
part of your John Deere dealer’s
long term commitment to keeping
you up and running. He’s also
close to home. So when you need
a simple replacement part ... or
years down the road should you
require more substantial attention
... your John Deere dealer is there
to help. His John Deere trained
technicians know these tractors
inside and out. They’re skilled at
diagnosing problems correctly
and providing a quick remedy.
Your dealer’s well stocked parts
department, teamed with com-
puterised parts ordering, ensures
that you get fast delivery. You can
count on your John Deere dealer
to be there when and where you
need him.

LONG TERM SUPPORT Support when and where you need it

Using our outstanding
ServiceADVISOR com-

puterised diagnostic pro-
gramme, your John Deere

service technician can
quickly diagnose 

problems and get fast,
on-the-spot solutions. You

save time and money. www.johndeere.co.uk
www.JohnDeereInternational.com
www.johndeere.co.za
www.deere.com.au

This literature has been compiled for worldwide circulation.
While general information, pictures, and descriptions are pro-
vided, some illustrations and text may include finance, credit,
insurance, product options and accessories NOT AVAILABLE
in all regions. PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
DETAILS. John Deere reserves the right to change specifica-
tion, design and price of products described in this literature
without notice. TECHNOLOGY THAT PAYS


